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Abstra t

This paper uses lassi al logi for a simultaneous des ription of the
syntax and semanti s of a fragment of English and it is argued that
su h an approa h to natural language allows pro edural aspe ts of linguisti theory to get a purely de larative formulation. In parti ular,
it will be shown how ertain onstru tion rules in Dis ourse Representation Theory, su h as the rule that inde nites reate new dis ourse
referents and de nites pi k up an existing referent, an be formulated
de laratively if logi is used as a metalanguage for English. In this ase
the de larative aspe ts of a rule are highlighted when we fo us on the
model theory of the des ription language while a pro edural perspe tive is obtained when its proof theory is on entrated on. Themes of
interest are Dis ourse Representation Theory, resolution of anaphora,
resolution of presuppositions, and underspe i ation.
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Introdu tion

In this paper we want to argue that important parts of the DRT onstru tion
algorithm (Kamp, 1981; Kamp and Reyle, 1993), whi h is highly pro edural,
an in fa t be given a purely de larative, logi al formulation. In parti ular, pro edural rules su h as `introdu e a new dis ourse referent into the
universe of the DRS,' or `identify dis ourse referent u with an a essible referent' have natural de larative formulations within the `Logi al Des ription
Grammars' of (Muskens, 2001), an approa h that uses logi for simultaneous
des ription of syntax and semanti s. Presuppositions an also be a ounted
for within su h a logi al set-up and we implement a rudimentary presupposition me hanism, whi h allows the `binding' of presuppositions (van der
Sandt, 1989; van der Sandt, 1992) and a form of global (but no intermediate
or lo al) a ommodation. Earlier logi al approa hes to dis ourse semanti s
typi ally ould not a ount for pro edural aspe ts of the onstru tion algorithm. For example, in Dynami Predi ate Logi (Groenendijk and Stokhof,
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1991) and related formalisms (in luding (Muskens, 1996)) it is ne essary to
assume that synta ti input to the semanti omponent omes pre-indexed,
with o-indexation between ante edents and dependent elements representing anaphori linking.
The question of de larativity versus pro edurality is related to the question whi h roles the main bran hes of logi an play in linguisti theory.
There is a natural tenden y to asso iate linguisti semanti s with model
theory and linguisti syntax with proof theory. Montague's work is a prime
example of the rst asso iation, while the onne tion between natural language syntax and proof theory is apparent from the widespread use of ontext free grammars in synta ti theory, from the derivations in early transformational approa hes, and, even more expli itly, from Lambek's ategori al al uli (Lambek, 1958; Moortgat, 1997). However, it is also fruitful to
make ross- ombinations. This be omes apparent, for example, when we
turn to the `model-theoreti syntax' of (Bla kburn, 1993; Bla kburn, Gardent and Meyer-Viol, 1993; Rogers, 1996; Bla kburn and Meyer-Viol, 1996)
and others. Model-theoreti syntax studies the model theory of synta ti
stru tures su h as trees and feature stru tures. In a similar spirit (Kurtonina, 1995) de nes various forms of Kripke semanti s for the language of
Lambek ategorial grammar, and works out the model theory and orresponden e theory of su h systems, thus also giving a model-theoreti twist to
an enterprise whose main fo us is on natural language syntax. Conversely,
proof-theoreti approa hes to natural language semanti s also abound. Some
a ounts are purely proof-theoreti , su h as the approa h of (Ranta, 1994),
whi h is based on Martin-Lof's intuitionisti type theory. Other appli ations
of proof theory to linguisti semanti s seek to supplement existing modeltheoreti a ounts. As an example of the latter the type-shifting proposals
(Partee and Rooth, 1983) and (Hendriks, 1988) an be mentioned. These
proposals have a de nitely proof-theoreti avour and are related to the
(undire ted) Lambek Cal ulus.
On e we are onfronted with su h obviously fruitful rossings of the
border, any idea we might have had of an ex lusive alignment of natural
language syntax with proof theory and a similar alignment of model theory
with linguisti semanti s is thrown into doubt. There are pro edural aspe ts
of meaning and de larative aspe ts of form. The most natural way to deal
with the former is by using proofs and the latter are best dealt with using
models. In fa t, what we want to emphasize here is the duality of su h
de larative and pro edural aspe ts. We take the perspe tive of (Muskens,
2001) and will essentially use logi ( lassi al type logi ) as a metalanguage
for the des ription of natural language (here: a fragment of English). This
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introdu es an orthogonality between, on the one hand, the proof theory
and model theory of the des ribing logi , and, on the other, the syntax and
semanti s of the fragment des ribed. Our aim is to develop a ombined
logi of form and meaning; when fo ussing on its proof theory we get its
pro edural aspe ts, if its model theory is fo used on, its de larative aspe ts
are highlighted. This, of ourse, is the normal duality of proof and stru ture
in logi .
A Logi al Des ription Grammar (LDG) will be a logi al theory G , set
up with the intention that whenever we have a logi al senten e IT stating
some simple properties of a text T , the ombined theory G + IT des ribes the
syntax and semanti s of T . We will assume here that the models of G + IT
ontain trees de orated with semanti values; a fun tion (or, in fa t, family
of fun tions)  will asso iate values with tree nodes. The logi talks about
natural language semanti s and natural language syntax. In its models we
get semanti ally annotated trees (this in addition to the usual obje ts and
relations) and in its proof theory we an reason about these.
As was argued extensively in (Muskens, 2001), underspe i ation naturally falls out of this view. Sin e a des ription G + IT an have more than
one model, the syntax and semanti s of T may remain underspe i ed. In
parti ular, it an be shown that, with the right set-up, ertain stages in the
reasoning pro ess that takes G + IT as its point of departure are losely analogous to the Underspe i ed Dis ourse Representation Stru tures of (Reyle,
1993). There is no need to postulate a separate stru tural level of the latter,
we get UDRSs for free if the hearer's simultaneous reasoning about the syntax and semanti s of an input expression is modeled. We on lude that the
des ription view on Dis ourse Representation explains why UDRSs emerge.
No stipulation of su h stru tures is ne essary.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next se tion we
start with de ning and explaining the `Logi al Des ription Grammars' of
(Muskens, 2001); it will be dis ussed how input des riptions IT are obtained
and an axiomatization of some synta ti and semanti on epts is given.
Se tion 3 interrupts the de nition of LDGs and onsists of a treatment of
Dis ourse Representation Stru tures within type logi that, although it is
related to that of (Muskens, 1996), o ers a notion of DRSs more ne-grained
than the one developed there. Se tion 4 ontinues setting up the LDG
theory, providing a lexi on and a worked example of a hearer's reasoning
with the theory. Se tion 5 explains how some of the details of the DRT
ma hinery obtain a de larative treatment. It is shown how presuppositions
an be bound or a ommodated, how dis ourse referents are resolved, how
dis ourse referents onne ted with proper names land up in the main DRS
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Variable
x; y; z
k
v

Type
e



Variable Type
i; j
s
st  t

Table 1: Variables used in this paper will have types as indi ated.
and how underspe i ed DRSs an be identi ed with ertain des riptions.
The paper ends with a on lusion and an appendix gives a small grammar
fragment.
2

LDG: Input Des riptions and Axioms

In this se tion and in se tion 4 we will give an overview of the Logi al Des ription Grammars (LDGs) developed in (Muskens, 1995; Muskens, 1999;
Muskens, 2001).1 We des ribe a system that is losely related to the one
given in the last of these papers, but make some hoi es of design that
slightly deviate from those that were made there. For more details and
motivation the reader is nevertheless referred to (Muskens, 2001).
We work in lassi al type logi with ground types e (entities),  (tree
nodes), l (tree labels),  (registers), and s (states). Sin e we will have o asion to use many variables and onstants in these types and in omplex
types omposed out of these primitive ones, it will be onvenient to have
typographi al onventions of the form: `whenever v is used, it will be a variable of type .' Table 1 gives an overview of su h typographi al onventions
used for variables and Table 2 gives a similar overview for onstants.
It will be expedient to have pairing and proje tion in the logi . We will
assume that whenever A is a term of type and B a term of type , hA; B i
is a term of type  . Also, whenever A is a term of type  , fst(A)
will be a term of type (denoting the rst element of the denotation of A)
and snd(A) a term of type (denoting the se ond element). These terms
will have the obvious semanti s.

1 As far as we are aware (Muskens, 1995), presented at the Prague session of the PragueTeina h Workshop in February 1995, was the rst paper to extend the synta ti Des ription Theory of (Mar us, Hindle and Fle k, 1983; Vijay-Shankar, 1992; Rambow, VijayShanker and Weir, 1995) to semanti s. The paper also gave a solution to the question
( ru ial, but often overlooked) of how semanti binding should be dealt with in underspe i ed semanti s.
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Constants
r, 0, 1, . . .
>; pedro, has, : : :
lex
pn, n, tv, . . .
dp, vp, d, . . .
`
+
,
u, o, w


Type

t
t
t
l
l




Constants
, +
V
E
W
Pedro, sleeps, . . .
loves, has, . . .
B

Type
(   )t
(  s)t
(e  e)t
et
(e  e)t
(e  e  e)t



Table 2: Some onstants used in this paper and their asso iated types. Here
varies over types and  is an abbreviation of t  (st  t)t (the type of
DRSs).
2.1

Input Des riptions

Des riptions in our approa h will onsist of two parts. The rst part will
be a grammar G onsisting of ertain axioms and a lexi on. This part is
not supposed to vary and models a hearer's grammati al knowledge. The
se ond part will be the des ription IT of an observed text T . This input
des ription an be obtained in the following way. Suppose that the text that
is to be des ribed starts with (1).
(1) Pedro has a mule
Dis ourse parti ipants reason about the trees that are possibly onne ted
with a given dis ourse. The input des ription only on erns the lexi al
elements of su h trees. We shall assume that lexi al elements an be words
or dis ourse relations,2 in luding a spe ial unary dis ourse relation signifying
that the dis ourse has started. Upon hearing (1) a dis ourse parti ipant an
draw ertain on lusions. First, she may on lude that the dis ourse has
2 We are simplifying matters onsiderably here. In a fully edged dis ourse model,
we would distinguish between dis ourse onne tives, su h as `and', `but', `be ause' and
`either . . . or', and the dis ourse relations whi h they denote or partly spe ify, su h as
sequen ing, ontrast, ause, and disjun tion. The lexi on of the grammar would ontain
dis ourse onne tives rather than dis ourse relations. In order to a ount for texts in
whi h a dis ourse relation is not expli itly spe i ed through a dis ourse onne tive, the
grammar an be assumed to allow for `impli it' or nonlexi al an hors of dis ourse relations,
as in e.g. (van Leusen, 2003). Alternatively, pun tuation may be taken to fun tion as
lexi al an hor for impli it dis ourse relations, as in e.g. (Webber, Knott and Joshi, 2001).
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indeed started and that the start element, whi h she may give a name, say
0, must therefore be present. She draws the on lusion in (2a). Here `>'
stands for the predi ate `is the start element' and  denotes pre eden e in
trees. Se ondly, there is a lexi al element `Pedro', whi h ame just after
the start. So the tree must have a lexi al node labeled `Pedro'. Our hearer
gives it an arbitrary node name, say 1, and on ludes (2b), in whi h 1 is
immediate pre eden e (i.e. n 1 n0 abbreviates n  n0 ^:9k[n  k ^ k  n0 ℄).
(2) a. >(0) ^ :9k k  0
b.
.

(1) ^ 0 1 1

pedro

(2) ^ 1 1 2

has

d. a(3) ^ 2 1 3
e.

(4) ^ 3 1 4

mule

In a similar fashion the hearer adds (2 ){(2e) to her sto k of beliefs, after
whi h she may perhaps hypothesize that the end of the dis ourse has been
rea hed already, hypotheti ally adding (3). (Addition of su h an `end' statement will make interpretation of the text heard sofar possible, as we will see
below.)
(3)

:9k 4  k

Of ourse, the dis ourse may in fa t ontinue, say with (4).
(4) He feeds it
Assuming that our hearer re ognizes that this is a new senten e and not
a ontinuation of previous material, she will now stipulate the existen e
of a dis ourse relation. In this paper the only binary dis ourse relation
that will be introdu ed is simple sequen ing, but see (Du hier and Gardent,
2001; Webber et al., 2001; van Leusen, 2003) for more extended treatments
of dis ourse relations in grammar systems losely related to the present one.
The set of des riptions is now ontinued as follows.
(5) a.
b.
.

(5) ^ 4 1 5

seq

(6) ^ 5 1 6

he

(7) ^ 6 1 7

feeds
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d.

(8) ^ 7 1 8

it

The hypothesis in (3) an no longer be upheld, of ourse. But at this point
it an be repla ed by the hypothesis in (6).
(6)

:9k 8  k

The input des ription asso iated with a given text T will onsist of the
onjun tion of all des riptions olle ted in this way, in luding the hypothesis
that no material follows T . For example, the input des ription for `Pedro
has a mule. He feeds it.' will be the onjun tion of the logi al senten es in
(2), (5), and (6).
2.2

Axioms

The knowledge modelled by a grammar G an be separated into lexi al
knowledge (to be dis ussed in se tion 4) and general grammati al knowledge.
We will assume here that the latter ontains at least the following.

 Knowledge about linguisti trees;
 Knowledge about the `an horing' of tree nodes; an horing provides a
me hanism that makes lexi al items ombine;

 Knowledge about semanti s.
For ea h of these forms of knowledge we provide axioms.

A1{A5 below (see also (Cornell, 1994; Ba kofen,
Rogers and Vijay-Shankar, 1995)) make the binary relations + and 
behave like proper dominan e and pre eden e in linguisti trees, with r as
root (k1  k2 will be an abbreviation of k1 + k2 _ k1 = k2 ). Nodes in su h
trees may be labeled with a labeling fun tion `. For example, we may want
to say that node n is labeled dp by stating `(n) = dp. Axiom 6 rules out that
label names su h as dp and vp orefer. Instantiations of this axiom s heme
will be senten es like dp 6= vp and ap 6= pp, et . Axiom A7, lastly, requires
lexi al nodes to be leaf nodes. i.e. nodes that do not properly dominate any
other node.

Axioms for Trees Axioms

A1 8k r  k
A2  and  are stri t partial orders
+
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A3 8k k [k  k _ k  k _ k  k _ k  k _ k = k ℄
A4 8k k k [[k  k ^ k  k ℄ ! k  k ℄
1 2

1

1 2 3

2

1

2

+

1

2

1

1

+

3

2

2

2

+

1

1

2

3

A5 8k k k [[k  k ^ k  k ℄ ! k  k ℄
A6 =
6 , if and are distin t label names
1 2 3

1

1

2

1

+

2

3

1

3

2

2

A7 8k k [lex(k ) ! :k  k ℄
1 2

1

1

+

2

The An horing Axiom The next axiom plays an essential role in the me hanism that ombines lexi al elements into larger units. The idea is that every
tree node must be li ensed `from below' by a lexi al element. Ea h node
should also be li ensed `from above' by a lexi al element. A node that is
li ensed `from below' an be thought of as `produ ed' by the lexi al element,
while nodes li ensed `from above' need to be ` onsumed'. Typi al examples
of the latter are argument nodes. The idea essentially stems from Categorial Grammar, where arguments have a negative o urren e in an element's
ategory and must mat h with positive o urren es of other ategories. (For
the produ er / onsumer metaphor, see Linear Logi (Girard, 1987), whi h
is losely related to Categorial Grammar.)
If a node k0 li enses a node k `from below' we write + (k) = k0 ; that
k0 li en es k `from above' is expressed by (k) = k0 . + (k) is alled the
positive an hor of k; (k) its negative an hor. The axiom states that all
positive and negative an hors must be lexi al.

A8 8k [lex( (k)) ^ lex( (k))℄
+

The e e t of this axiom will be ome apparent in se tion 4.
Semanti Axioms Three kinds of axioms will be needed for our semanti s.
There will be axioms for the me hanism of binding, axioms for worlds, and
an axiom that plays a role in assigning lo al ontexts to tree nodes. The
notion of a lo al ontext derives from (Karttunen, 1974). Here it will be
a Dis ourse Representation Stru ture. The lo al ontext of a node should
well be distinguished from the semanti s of that node.
A9, A10 and A11 implement a version of the axioms for binding in
(Muskens, 1991; Muskens, 1996; Muskens, 2001). We write V (v; i) for `the
value of register v in state i' and if Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn are terms of type , we write
i[Æ1 : : : Æn ℄j for 8v [(v 6= Æ1 ^ : : : ^ v 6= Æn ) ! V (v0 ; i) = V (v0 ; j )℄ (i.e. `i and j
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di er at most in Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn ').3 The rst axiom says that, in ea h state, ea h
register an be updated sele tively, i.e. its value an be set to any x while the
values of other registers an remain un hanged. This axiom makes states
and registers essentially behave as assignments and variables in predi ate
logi . (The last remark is eshed out in (Muskens, 2001).)

A9 8i8v8x 9j [i[v℄j ^ V (v; j ) = x℄
A10 8kk0 (k) 6= 0(k0 ), if ; 0 2 fu; o; wg are distin t
A11 8k k [(k ) = (k ) ! k = k ℄, if  2 fu; o; wg
1 2

1

2

1

2

We let u, o, and w be fun tions from nodes to registers. Axiom A10 ensures
that the images of these fun tions are disjoint, while A11 requires ea h
to be inje tive. In this way we make sure that fresh registers ome with
ea h node. This in turn will make it easy to let inde nites be asso iated
with new dis ourse referents. The values of u will typi ally be asso iated
with new referents, while the values of o are referents that belong to the
`ba kground' of the dis ourse. The values of w are registers that an store
worlds. In this paper we will only use w(r), the w value of the root.4 A
notational onvention that we nd useful is to write arguments of u, o, and
w as subs ripts, e.g. u3 instead of u(3), wr instead of w(r) et .
While states orrespond to assignments and registers orrespond to variables, the notion of a possible world of ourse orresponds to the te hni al
notion of a model. We will make some use of possible worlds here, but will
not hange the logi |a step often asso iated with their introdu tion. Instead we will onsider possible worlds to be obje ts of type e, i.e. we will
simply take them to be (abstra t) entities. The predi ate letter W will be
used for the predi ate `is a world' and E will be an existen e predi ate, so
that E (x; y) stands for `obje t x exists in world y' and x E (x; y) is y's
domain. In our semanti s we shall make use of a ( nite) set L of predi ate
letters (fPedro, has, mule, feeds, . . . g) all of whose arguments are of type e
and whose last arguments are to be interpreted as worlds. E.g. has(x; y; z )
should be read as `x has y in world z '. The following axiom s heme requires
that last arguments indeed are worlds and, somewhat rigorously, demands
3 v must be hosen as the rst variable in some xed ordering whi h is not free in
Æ1 ; : : : ; Æ n .
4 But in extensions ontaining modal operators it would be natural to use other values
of w as well.
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that all other arguments of an
domain.5

L relation denote obje ts in this world's

A12 8x : : : xn y [R(x ; : : : ; xn ; y) ! (W (y) ^ E (x ; y) ^ : : : ^ E (xn; y))℄,
for ea h R 2 L
While A9 in a sense required there to be enough states present for the bind1

1

1

ing me hanism to work, the next axiom s heme puts similar requirements
on the sets of individuals and worlds. Sin e we want to use our logi as a
metalanguage for English, it would be ni e to have a notion of entailment
around at the level of the logi (of ourse we already have a notion of entailment at the `metametalevel'|the present level of des ription). Entailment
is obtained by quanti ation over models, or, sin e the latter's role is played
by worlds at the logi 's level, by quanti ation over worlds: an entailment
holds if the on lusion is true in all worlds in whi h the premises are true.
But this requires all worlds to be available; otherwise ounterexamples to
an entailment might be missed. A requirement that really ensures all or all
ountable worlds to be present in all models does not seem to be formulable
with nitary and rst order means and sin e we do not wish to use too
heavy artillery we therefore make do with a requirement that at least all
nite worlds be present; for our natural language appli ation this seems a
very reasonable approximation.6
This will be ensured in the following way. De ne an L-atom to be an
atomi formula R(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) with R 2 L. An L-literal is an L-atom or the
negation of an L-atom. The following axiom s heme may be instantiated
by any number of variables x1 , . . . , xn and any onjun tion of L-literals
'(x1 ; : : : ; xn ; y) satisfying the onditions stated.

A13 9x : : : xny [W (y) ^ x =6 x ^ x 6= x ^ : : : ^ xn 6= xn ^
8x [E (x; y) $ (x = x _ : : : _ x = xn)℄ ^ '(x ; : : : ; xn; y)℄,
where '(x ; : : : ; xn ; y) is a onjun tion of L-literals with at most x ,
. . . , xn and y free that does not ontain both an L-atom and its
1

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

negation.

5 This will serve present purposes. That the requirement needs to be ne-tuned an be
seen from su h lassi examples su h as `worship', where the obje t argument need not
exist. The axiom also will need to be adapted if a essibility relations between worlds are
onsidered, something we shall not do in this paper.
6 Compare (van Benthem, 1986), where it is argued that, in order to keep omplexity
down, natural language semanti s should on entrate on nite models.
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This axiom s heme will have instantiations su h as, say,

9x x x y[W (y) ^ x 6= x ^ x 6= x ^ x 6= x
^ 8x [E (x; y) $ (x = x _ x = x _ x = x )℄
^ has(x ; x ; y) ^ :has(x ; x ; y) ^ mule(x ; y) ^ hay(x ; y)℄ :
1

2

3

1

2

1

3

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

3

Thus every nite world is stipulated to exist, as we an easily produ e an
exhaustive des ription in this way (a so- alled `diagram'). Note that this
does not only ensure the existen e of many worlds but also the existen e of a
multipli ity of states. Sin e, a ording to A9, ea h register of a state an be
sele tively updated with type e values, and sin e worlds are type e obje ts,
ea h state will have many variants di ering only from it in the value of the
register wr .7
We turn to the axiom about lo al ontexts. The lo al ontext of a node
k will be a Dis ourse Representation Stru ture (k) that an be omputed
from the lo al ontexts and semanti s of other nodes. A14 states that the
lo al ontext of any non-S or non-T node (T is the ategory of texts) equals
the lo al ontext of its mother (if it has one). Here k1  k2 abbreviates
k1 + k2 ^ :9k[k1 + k ^ k + k2 ℄, i.e.  denotes the immediate dominan e
relation.

A14 8k k [[k  k ^ `(k ) 6= s ^ `(k ) 6= t℄ ! (k ) = (k )℄
1 2

1

2

2

2

2

1

How the lo al ontexts of S nodes and T nodes are to be omputed will be
regulated in the lexi on.
3

A Fine-grained Compositional DRT

In this se tion we will give some de nitions that will make key on epts of
Dis ourse Representation Theory available. The de nitions are based upon
the semanti axioms that were given above and the DRT on epts that result
will be needed in our further dis ussion of Logi al Des ription Grammars
and it is for this reason that we interrupt the treatment of the latter.
The approa h here will have mu h in ommon with that of (Muskens,
1996), but will also di er from it in an important respe t. What the two
approa hes have in ommon is that both are based on a trans ription of
truth onditions for DRT, arried out within an axiomati extension of type
logi (minor variations of the binding axioms that are relevant here are also
7 States that have worlds in u or o registers are not formally ex luded, but are of no
relevan e. We will also not bother to formally ex lude that worlds are elements of the
domains of (other) worlds.
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present in (Muskens, 1996)). The di eren e between the two treatments results from the fa t that while in (Muskens, 1996) the DRT truth onditions
that were trans ribed were those of (Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991, de nition 26), here we will use a variant of the semanti s in (Zeevat, 1989). The
reason for this di eren e in treatment lies not only in our wish to emphasize
the exibility of the `trans ription' approa h, but also in the fa t that in
this way we get a more ne-grained DRT semanti s (in the sense that we
get stronger requirements on the identity of DRSs), whi h suits our present
purposes better.
Some abbreviations introdu ing set-theoreti notation will ome in handy.

De nition 1 Let A1 ; : : : ; An be terms of some type and let X be the rst
variable of that type not free in these terms, then

fA ; : : : ; Ang abbreviates X [X = A _ : : : _ X = An ℄ :
Furthermore, let A and B be terms of some type ( (   ( n t)   )) and let
1

1

X1 ; : : : ; Xn be variables su h that ea h Xi is of tye

1

i.

Then

A [ B abbreviates X1 : : : Xn [AX1 : : : Xn _ BX1 : : : Xn ℄ ;
A \ B abbreviates X1 : : : Xn [AX1 : : : Xn ^ BX1 : : : Xn ℄ ;
A  B abbreviates 8X1 : : : Xn [AX1 : : : Xn ! BX1 : : : Xn ℄ :
In (Zeevat, 1989) the semanti value of a Dis ourse Representation Stru ture
K is a pair onsisting of (a) a set of dis ourse referents (the universe of K )
and (b) a set of assignments. The latter onsists of all those assignments that
verify all onditions in K . This ould easily be transposed to the present
set-up by letting the rst part of any DRS K onsist of a set of registers
(type t) and its se ond part of a set of states (type st), so that the type of
DRSs would be t  st. However, we opt for a variant of this approa h and
will deviate from Zeevat's treatment in two respe ts. Firstly, we will follow
(Visser, 1994) in keeping tra k of the free dis ourse referents in any DRS
or ondition (see also (Van Eij k and Kamp, 1997)). This an be done by
letting onditions be pairs of (a) sets of states and (b) sets of registers (those
that are free in the ondition). The type of a ondition will then be ome
st  t.
The se ond deviation from Zeevat is that we will let the se ond part of
a DRS K onsist of a set of onditions rather than of a single ondition
representing their onjun tion. Having sets of onditions around without
onjoining their members embodies the hypothesis that the language system
sometimes addresses one of these in isolation. In (van Leusen, 2003) it
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is argued, for example, that the e e t of a orre tion an be a sele tive
downdate of a DRS, with some onditions disappearing while others remain.
With these modi ations the type of DRSs be omes t  (st  t)t, whi h we
will often abbreviate as  . The alternative formalization will give stronger
identity riteria on DRSs.
Given that the free referents of a ondition form its se ond element, the
free referents of any DRS K an easily be omputed: these are the ones that
are free in some ondition of K but are not in the universe of K . A DRS
will be proper if it has no free referents. These notions are made available
to the logi with the following de nitions.
free(K ) abbreviates v9 [:fst(K )(v) ^ snd(K )( ) ^ snd( )(v)℄
proper(K ) abbreviates :9v free(K )(v)

The two following notions play a key role in the algebra of Dis ourse Representation Stru tures.
De nition 2 Let K and K 0 be terms of type  .
K  K 0 abbreviates hfst(K ) [ fst(K 0 ); snd(K ) [ snd(K 0 )i
K v K 0 abbreviates fst(K )  fst(K 0 ) ^ snd(K )  snd(K 0 )

We will typi ally be interested in type  obje ts hfÆ1 ; : : : ; Æn g; f 1 ; : : : ; m gi
with a nite universe fÆ1 ; : : : ; Æn g and a nite set of onditions f 1 ; : : : ; m g.
Su h DRSs we prefer to write as [Æ1 : : : Æn j 1 ; : : : ; m ℄, in a way reminis ent
of the usual `box' notation for DRSs.
While we essentially follow the Zeevat approa h to the semanti s of Disourse Representation here, the dynami treatment of (Groenendijk and
Stokhof, 1991; Muskens, 1996) is still available. The Groenendijk-Stokhof
interpretation of a DRS K an be de ned as the relation gs(K ) between
states i and j su h that i di ers from j at most as far as the universe of K
is on erned and j veri es all onditions in K . In other words, gs(K ) an
be taken to abbreviate

ij (8v [:fst(K )(v) ! V (v; i) = V (v; j )℄ ^ 8 (snd(K )( ) ! fst( )(j ))) :
On the nite DRSs we are interested in, this leads to the more readable
equation
gs([Æ1 : : : Æn j 1 ; : : : ; m ℄) = ij (i[Æ1 : : : Æn ℄j ^ fst( 1 )(j ) ^ : : : ^ fst( m )(j )) :

Note that the natural algebrai operations on DRSs are di erent from those
on their Groenendijk-Stokhof interpretations. On the former the essentially
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Boolean  rules; the latter is a relational algebra with relational omposition
as one of its natural operations.
A DRS K is true in a state i if there is a j , di ering from i at most as
far as the universe of K is on erned, su h that j veri es all onditions in
K . We will write true(K ) for i9j gs(K )(i)(j ). true(K ) therefore denotes
the domain of gs(K ) and

true([Æ1 : : : Æn j 1 ; : : : ; m ℄) = i9j (i[Æ1 : : : Æn ℄j ^fst( 1 )(j )^: : : ^fst( m )(j )) :
The notion of DRS truth immediately leads to a notion of DRS onsequen e:
K 0 is said to follow from K if A1; : : : ; A14 j= true(K )  true(K 0 ), i.e. if K 0
is true in all states i in whi h K is true, in any model of the axioms.8 This
notion an be relativised to any des ription D by saying that K 0 follows
from K given D if D; A1; : : : ; A14 j= true(K )  true(K 0 ). It will be seen
shortly how a similar notion an be obtained on the level of the des ribing
logi .
Until now we have not paid mu h attention to the internal stru ture of
DRSs, but the next de nition gives notation for onditions.
De nition 3 Let R 2 L, let Æ1 , . . . , Æn be terms of type  (dis ourse
referents), and let K and K 0 be terms of type  (DRSs). Then

RfÆ1 ; : : : ; Æn g abbreviates hi:R(V (Æ1 ; i); : : : ; V (Æn ; i)); fÆ1 ; : : : ; Æn gi
Æ1 is Æ2 abbreviates hi:V (Æ1 ; i) = V (Æ2 ; i); fÆ1 ; Æ2 gi
not K abbreviates hi::true(K )(i); free(K )i
K ) K 0 abbreviates not (K  [ j not K 0 ℄)
K or K 0 abbreviates htrue(K ) [ true(K 0 ); free(K ) [ free(K 0 )i
Note that RfÆ1 ; : : : ; Æn g predi ates R of the values of Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn in some
state, not of these registers themselves. We shall write RfÆ; wr g as wr : RÆ
and RfÆ1 ; Æ2 ; wr g as wr : Æ1 RÆ2 .
Let us onsider the sublanguage of type st  t and type  terms that is
given by the following Ba kus-Naur form, and dub it the DRT sublanguage.
Here the Æ range over  terms that have the form (n), where  2 fu; o; wg
and n is a node name. The R are taken from L.
::= RfÆ1 ; : : : ; Æn g j Æ1 is Æ2 j not K j K ) K 0 j K or K 0
K ::= [Æ1 : : : Æn j 1 ; : : : ; m ℄

8 This gives an existential interpretation to all dis ourse referents that are present in
the top level of a DRS. In se tion 5 below we shall onsider a revised notion of truth,
easily de nable in terms of the present one, in whi h some of the top level referents get a
referential interpretation.
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It is useful to know that there are simple truth-preserving translations from
the DRT sublanguage to predi ate logi . The following one is taken from
(Muskens, 1996) (but see also (Kamp and Reyle, 1993)).

De nition 4 Let y be a fun tion that inje tively maps ea h Æ to a variable
of type e. The fun tion tr from st  t terms in the DRT sublanguage to
predi ate logi al formulas and the fun tion wp, whi h takes a pair onsisting
of a  term and a predi ate logi al formula and yields a predi ate logi al
formula, are de ned as follows.
tr(RfÆ1 ; : : : ; Æn g) = R(Æ1y ; : : : ; Æny )
tr(Æ1 is Æ2 ) = Æ1y = Æ2y
tr(not K ) = :wp(K; >)
tr(K ) K 0 ) = :wp(K; :wp(K 0 ; >))
tr(K or K 0 ) = wp(K; >) _ wp(K 0 ; >)
wp([Æ1 : : : Æn j 1 ; : : : ; m ℄; ) = 9Æ1y : : : Æny [tr( 1 ) ^ : : : ^ tr( m ) ^ ℄
For any formula ' and state variable i, let 'i be the result of substituting
V (Æ; i) for Æy , for ea h Æy that is free in '. The following holds.

Theorem 1 Let K be a  term in the DRT sublanguage and let i be an
arbitrary type s variable. Let ontain all statements Æ 6= Æ0 , for every pair
Æ, Æ0 of synta ti ally di erent dis ourse referents in K . Then
; A1; : : : ; A14 j= wp(K; >)i $ true(K )(i)
The disequality statements are needed: If, say, 12 and 9 orefer, it follows that [u12 j wr : mule u9 ℄ = [u9 j wr : mule u9 ℄, but the translation
would not preserve this. In pra ti e this will be no limitation at all. For
a proof of the theorem, use indu tion on omplexity in the DRT sublanguage onstru tion to show that, given the axioms and disequalities,
wp(K; )i $ 9j [gs(K )(i)(j ) ^ j ℄ and tr( )i $ (i), for all K and .
This an be shown using the methods of (Muskens, 1996; Muskens, 2001).
In the next se tion we will set up a logi al me hanism that will assign
DRSs or -terms involving DRSs to nodes as their semanti values. At
many levels the spe ial dis ourse referent wr for worlds will be free in su h
DRSs. However, it will be ensured that wr is always present in the universes
of the `lo al ontexts' of these nodes, and indeed in the global ontext,
or ba kground B , that we asso iate with the start element `>' (these will
be proper DRSs). We will want to put (presuppositional) onstraints on
ontexts and typi ally these onstraints an take two forms. One possibility
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is to require that a ontext ontains ertain material. For example, for
lexi al nodes k that arry the proper name `Pedro', we will demand that
[ok j wr : Pedro ok ℄ v B . Another possibility is that a ontext is required to
bear a ertain logi al relation to another DRS K , where K typi ally does
not have wr in its universe. Below we will have a brief look at Karttunen's
theory of presuppositions, whi h provides an example, as it requires that
presuppositions follow from their lo al ontext.9
These onsiderations make it ne essary that logi al relations su h as
entailment and onsisten y an be expressed or approximated at the level
of the des ribing logi , but this has essentially been taken are of in the
previous se tion. Suppose that K is a DRS with wr in its universe, while
K 0 does not have wr in its universe. Then the ondition K ) K 0 quanti es over possible worlds. This is best illustrated with an example: let
us take K to be [wr o1 j wr : mule o1 ℄, `there is a mule', and let K 0 be
[u2 j wr : farmer u2 ; wr : u2 owns o1 ℄, `some farmer owns the mule', so that
K 0 should not be made to follow from K . Then, for arbitrary i,10
tr(K ) K 0 )i = 8y8x1 [mule(x1 ; y) ! 9x2 [farmer(x2 ; y) ^ owns(x2 ; x1 ; y)℄℄ :
In view of A12 this is equivalent with
8y[W (y) ! 8x1 [(mule(x1 ; y) ^ E (x1 ; y)) !
9x2 [E (x2 ; y) ^ farmer(x2 ; y) ^ owns(x2; x1 ; y)℄℄℄ ;
from whi h it is seen that indeed quanti ation over worlds is involved. Note
that A13 immediately provides a singleton-domain ounterexample to this
purported stri t impli ation and in general it will give nite ounterexamples
if there are su h.
Conditions K ) K 0 are of type st  t and we will typi ally want to
state onditions on the t level. The following de nition adds the ne essary
quanti ation over states / assignments.
De nition 5 Let K and K 0 be terms of type  .
K j K 0 abbreviates 8i fst(K ) K 0 )(i)

9 A se ond example that springs to mind are the onsisten y and informativity (nonentailment) requirements in Van der Sandt's theory of presupposition. An extension of
our theory that would allow for lo al and intermediate a ommodation would also make it
possible to give a de larative version of Van der Sandt's theory. A third example are the
feli ity onstraints asso iated with dis ourse relations in (van Leusen, 2003), whi h are also
formulated in terms of entailment and onsisten y. It turns out that while some dis ourse
relations require onsisten y and informativity, others, su h as denial and on rmation,
impose opposite onstraints.
10 Here K ) K 0 is losed. This will be the typi al situation in appli ations.
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4

LDG: Lexi al Des riptions and Reasoning

We return to our exposition of the me hani s of LDG. The main themes will
be the LDG lexi on and an explanation of the kind of reasoning that LDG
allows.
4.1

Lexi al Des riptions

There will be two kinds of lexi al des ription, lassifying des riptions and
elementary tree des riptions. Of these, the elementary tree des riptions
arry most information, but the lassifying des riptions play a useful role in
onne ting elementary tree des riptions with open lass words.
Classifying Des riptions In (7) lassifying des riptions for the open lass
words Pedro, has, and mule are given. (7a) states that whenever a node k
arries the word has, it must be lassi ed as a transitive verb (tv) and its
semanti s ( ) (k) is v0 v[ j wr : v has v0 ℄. (If is a type, we will let 
denote a fun tion from tree nodes to obje ts of type .) The des ription for
mule in (7b) is similar, but the word is lassi ed as a ommon noun ( n)
and its semanti s has a di erent type.

(7) a. 8k[has(k) ! (tv(k) ^ ( ) (k) = v0 v[ j wr : v has v0 ℄)℄
b. 8k[mule(k) ! ( n(k) ^  (k) = v[ j wr : mule v℄)℄
. 8k[pedro(k) ! (pn(k) ^  (k) = ok ^ [ok j wr : Pedro ok ℄ v B )℄
The lassifying des ription for Pedro in (7 ), lastly, is of a slightly di erent nature. Here the semanti s is set to the dis ourse referent ok , but
an additional requirement enfor es that the global ontext or ba kground
of the dis ourse, for whi h we use the type  onstant B , ontains the DRS
[ok j wr : Pedro ok ℄. This in fa t implements the usual DRT requirement that
dis ourse referents onne ted with names must be present in the universe
of the main DRS and that any des riptive material onne ted with su h
dis ourse referents must likewise be available globally.
Elementary Tree Des riptions Let us now turn to the se ond kind of lex-

i al des riptions, elementary tree des riptions. The idea behind these is
based upon work in Tree Adjoining Grammars (Joshi, Levy and Takahashi,
1975; S habes, 1990) and in parti ular upon the so- alled D-Tree Grammars
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of (Vijay-Shankar, 1992; Rambow et al., 1995).11 An elementary tree des ription states what must be true in any a eptable stru ture if some lexi al
node has ertain given properties.
(8) 8k[tv(k) ! 9k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 [`(k) = v ^ `(k1 ) = s ^ `(k2 ) = dp ^
`(k3 ) = vp ^ `(k4 ) = vp ^ `(k5 ) = dp ^ (k1 ; k2 ; k3 ) ^ (k4 ; k; k5 ) ^
k3  k4 ^ (k4 ) = (k)((k5 )) ^ (k1 ) = (k3 )((k2 )) ^
+
k - fk; k1 ; k4 g ^ k - fk; k2 ; k3 ; k5 g℄℄
For example, (8), whi h uses the abbreviations in De nition 6 below, is an
elementary tree des ription saying that whenever a tree ontains a transitive
verb, it must have ertain other properties as well. The transitive verb must
be labeled `V', it must have a dominating node labeled `VP', whi h in turn
dominates a node labeled `DP', et . The des ription also ontains an horing
information and semanti information.

De nition 6
(k; k0 ; k00 ) abbreviates k  k0 ^ k  k00 ^ k0  k00
+
t - ft1 ; : : : ; tn g abbreviates 8k( + (k) = t $ (k = t1 _ : : : _ k = tn ))
t - ft1 ; : : : ; tn g abbreviates 8k( (k) = t $ (k = t1 _ : : : _ k = tn ))
In general, an elementary tree des ription will have the form

8k[ ond(k) ! 9k : : : kn [(k : : : kn ) ^ k +- fk0 ; : : : ; kp0 g ^ k - fk00 ; : : : ; kq00 g℄℄
where ond is some ondition,  is a onjun tion of formulas, and fk0 ; : : : ; kp0 g[
fk00 ; : : : ; kq00 g = fk; k ; : : : ; kn g. The ondition ond an be a predi ate like
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

tv or n, asso iated with a whole lass of elementary trees, it an be one of
the dis ourse elements > or seq, but also any of the predi ates asso iated
with words (su h as pedro, has, et .).

A Simple Graphi al Notation Even with the abbreviations of De nition 6 in

pla e elementary tree des riptions su h as the one in (8) are unwieldy. It is
therefore expedient to hange to a graphi al notation that is easier to work
with even if it is somewhat less pre ise. The pi ture in (9) is an alternative
representation of the des ription in (8).

11 For the relation between Tree Adjoining Grammars, D-Tree Grammars and the present
format, see (Muskens, 2001).
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(9) tv:

S+k1
k3 (k2 )
VPk3

DPk2

VP+k4

k (k5 )

V3k

DPk5

The onventions that were followed in obtaining (9) from (8) are the following.
1. Nodes are labeled as usual and node names (variables or onstants)
are given as subs ripts.
2. Solid lines stand for immediate dominan e () relations. Left-right
ordering between sisters or between terminal nodes stands for pre eden e (). Dashed lines stand for dominan e ( ).
3. Nodes whi h are positively but not negatively an hored to the lexial node in an elementary tree des ription are marked +, while nodes
whi h are negatively but not positively an hored are marked . Nodes
whi h are an hored both ways are saturated and unmarked. The situation that a node is not an hored at all will never o ur and
the an hor
+
itself may be marked with a 3. It is understood that k - fk1 ; : : : ; kn g
is asserted if k is the lexi al node and k1 ; : : : ; kn are all the nodes that
are marked + or are unmarked, and, similarly, that k - fk1 ; : : : ; kn g
is part of the depi ted des ription if k1 ; : : : ; kn are all nodes that are
marked or unmarked.
4. The semanti value  (k) of a node k may be written under it and any
other information may be written into the tree as well. Supers ripts
on  will often be dropped. Type  arguments may be written as
subs ripts and we typi ally write k for (k). Conventions to also write
k for (k ), and k for (k ) ( 2 fu; o; wg) were already introdu ed.
Sin e the oÆ ial representations of elementary tree des riptions an always
be re onstru ted from more user-friendly pi torial representations like the
one in (9), we will swit h to the latter entirely.
The des ription in (9) overs the whole lass of transitive verbs. If it is
onjoined with the information that k arries the lexeme has and with (7a)
we get the pi ture in (10). Note that the semanti s of VPk4 now has a more
omplete spe i ation.
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(10)

S+k1
k3 (k2 )
VPk3

DPk2

j

VP+k4

v [ wr : v

has k5 ℄

Vk

DPk5

has

For losed lass words it may often be expedient to list elementary tree
des riptions in this form|with their an horing words atta hed. Here, for
example is an entry for the inde nite a.
(11)
S+k1
[uk j ℄  k4 (uk )  k2

k2

=

Sk2

k1  [uk j ℄  k4 (uk )

DP+k3
uk

Dk
a

NPk4

The idea here is that the DP that is proje ted from the inde nite translates
as a dis ourse referent uk and that the de laration of that dis ourse referent
[uk j ℄ and its restri tion k4 (uk ) are quanti ed-in at some higher S level.
Sk1 should be ompared to the pla e where adjun tion of the DP takes pla e
after Quanti er Raising. In fa t, if we require this S to properly dominate
an additional DP, as in (12) (where semanti information has been left out),
we obtain trees that are very lose to LF trees in generative grammar (with
DPk3 arrying all synta ti information and DPk5 possibly arrying semanti
information).
(12)
S+k1
Sk2

DPk5

DP+k3
Dk
a

NPk4
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Sin e the additional DP plays no role in the urrent set-up it will be suppressed.
Note that k2 , the lo al ontext of the lower S node, is set to be the
merge of the lo al ontext of the higher S node and the `restri tor' material
of the semanti s of that higher node in (11). The idea is that unresolved
pronouns may seek a referent in this lo al ontext, and that presuppositions
may likewise resolve to it.
Some more examples of elementary tree des riptions are given in the
Appendix.
4.2

Reasoning from Input Des riptions

Let us ontinue the dis ussion of the example we gave in the rst parts of
this paper. Our hearer has judged the statements in (2) true on the basis
of her observations and has formed the temporary hypothesis that (3). She
an now do some reasoning. First, she may, using universal instantiation,
ombine her new information with the elementary tree des riptions in her
lexi on, substituting 3 for k in (11), for example. Next, she an take (fresh)
witnesses for the existential quanti ers in her elementary tree des riptions,
substituting, say, 16 for k1 , 17 for k2 , 18 for k3 , and 19 for k4 in the result
and making similar substitutions in the other des riptions. The result will
be something like (13) (for elementary tree des riptions for the start symbol,
proper names and ommon nouns, see the Appendix).
(13)
Tr
+
r

=B

T9+
10
S10

10 = 9
T0
>

S16
[u3 j ℄  19 (u3 )  17

S+11
13 (12 )

DP12
DP+1
o1

VP13

VP+14
v [ j wr : v has 15 ℄

[o1 j wr : Pedro o1 ℄ v B
Pedro

S17
17 = 16  [u3 j ℄  19 (u3 )

V2 DP15

has

DP+18
u3
D3 NP19
a

NP+4
v [ j wr : mule v ℄
mule

Note that sin e the  relation must be linear on the lexi al elements and the
existing information pre ludes that there are elements pre eding or following the given lexi al elements, or are interspersed between them, all lexi al
elements must be one of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. From the an horing information in
the des riptions in (13) it an be on luded that f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 9; 11; 14; 16; 18g
are the nodes that are positively an hored to one of the lexi al nodes and
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that, sin e every node must be positively an hored, all nodes belong to this
set. That these nodes must be pairwise distin t also follows from the tree
des riptions. In a similar way, now using the information about negative
an horing, it an be on luded that f0; 2; 3; r; 10; 12; 13; 15; 17; 19g likewise
omprise the whole type  domain and are pairwise distin t. This means
that these two sets must be equal and that there must be a way to `pair
o ' positively and negatively marked nodes and identify the pairs. The only
way to do this that is in a ordan e with the tree axioms is given in (14).
(14) r = 9 ^ 10 = 16 ^ 11 = 17 ^ 1 = 12 ^ 13 = 14 ^ 15 = 18 ^ 4 = 9
If our hearer adds this inferred information to her des ription of the situation, the pi ture in (15) results.
(15)
Tr
[u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄
[o1 j wr : Pedro o1 ℄ v B
S16
S11
VP14
DP18
T0
>

DP1

Pedro

V2

has

D3
a

NP4

mule

Note that in (15) not only the positively and negatively marked nodes have
been ` li ked together' in a pro ess that is somewhat reminis ent of hemi al
binding, but that the identi ations also allowed some semanti omputation. The semanti s of r an be omputed to be [u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄
and there still is a onstraint [o1 j wr : Pedro o1 ℄ v B on the ba kground
B . These two pie es of information are typi al of the kind of information that will be olle ted during the pro essing of any dis ourse. The
semanti s of the root, r , will be interpreted as an update of the ba kground, while other information onstrains the ba kground. In se tion 4
we will put some general requirements on the original ba kground B (su h
as properness), but the basi idea is that the ba kground must largely be
onstru ted or negotiated by the dis ourse parti ipants. It will be only partially onstrained by what is said during a onversation and it will therefore
remain largely underspe i ed. The meaning of the dis ourse given a ertain ba kground B will be identi ed with B  r , what was presupposed
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updated with what was said. In the present example this dis ourse meaning
is B  [u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄.
Our hearer now has inferred ertain information from (2) plus (3). But of
ourse, (3) was hypotheti al and upon hearing more she may repla e it with
(5) plus (6). In that ase the following pi ture emerges (here we have already
ombined mu h of the material that was also in the earlier des ription).12
(16)

+
T21
20 22



Tr

r

=B
T20

[u3 j

S22

22 = 21  20

T9+
wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄
[o1 wr : Pedro o1 ℄ B

j

T0
>

DP24

v

DP+6
[6 j ℄ v 6

S16
Pedro has a mule

S+23
25 (24 )

[seq℄

he

v [

VP25
VP+26

j wr : v feeds 27 ℄
V7 DP27

feeds

DP+8
[8 j ℄ v 8
it

The pi ture features an elementary des ription for the dis ourse relation
`seq', whi h extends a given dis ourse ( ategory T) with a subsequent senten e or dis ourse.13 Semanti ally, sequen ing results in the merge of the
semanti values of its arguments. Note that the lo al ontext of the right
sister of the sequen ing relation is set to that of its mother node updated
12 The question be omes important how mu h of a hearer's reasoning is independent from
hypotheti al `end' statements su h as (3) or (6). This independent part an be asserted
ategori ally and an monotoni ally be transferred to the next phase of the reasoning
pro ess. Although this matter is important, we will not go into it here.
13 In general, it may be assumed that dis ourse relations take dis ourse onstituents as
their arguments, and that senten es (or lauses, as in (Webber et al., 2001)) gure as
minimal dis ourse onstituents. Sin e dis ourse relations may vary in both the synta ti
stru ture they sele t and the semanti values they assign, various di erent elementary
des riptions would be provided in a fully edged dis ourse grammar. We will not pursue
this here; the overage of our little grammar is limited to the dis ourse relation `seq', and
the senten e onne tives `if . . . then' and `or' (see the appendix). In the absen e of other
types of dis ourse relation in the grammar, the elementary stru ture of `seq' presented
above only allows for left bran hing tree stru tures at dis ourse level. Intuitively, this
means that the sequen ing relation ontinues the des ription of the whole of the situation
des ribed in the pre eding dis ourse. Further resear h will have to show whether this
analysis is appropriate for sequen ing (it is ertainly not appropriate for other dis ourse
relations, su h as on ession or ontrast). Right bran hing dis ourse stru ture may be
obtained if we allow the dis ourse relation to atta h to senten es as well as dis ourses in
its left argument.
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with the semanti s of the left sister. Furthermore, note that the semanti s of pronouns is not spe i ed. While the inde nite a is asso iated with
a dis ourse referent u3 (whi h resulted from instantiating k by 3 in (11)),
the onstraint on pronouns is that [k j ℄ v k (where k is the pronoun's
node). This statement requires their semanti s (a register) to be present in
the universe of their lo al ontext.
Again there is a unique way for the + and nodes to li k together
and the following pi ture results. Here, with the help of A14 and lexi al
information about , the lo al ontext of ea h of the pronouns has been
omputed to be B  [u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄, the dis ourse meaning
of the previous hunk of dis ourse.
(17)

Tr

[u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ; wr : 6 feeds 8 ℄
[6 8 j ℄ v (B  [u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄)
T9
[u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄
[o1 j wr : Pedro o1 ℄ v B
T0
>

S16
Pedro has a mule

S23
[seq℄

he feeds it

The next se tion will ontain further dis ussion of the semanti onstraints
that have now been olle ted.
5

Further DRT Constru tion as Inferen e from Input Des riptions

Above we have seen how a hearer's reasoning from an input des ription resulted in the pie ewise ompositional onstru tion of parts of a Dis ourse
Representation Stru ture. Even though the grammar and ea h input des ription have a stri tly de larative formulation, inferen es that take these
as their point of departure, being inferen es, have a pro edural and omputational hara ter. In this se tion it will be seen that it is possible for
a hearer to do further inferen e using the kind of des ription that was arrived at in (17) and that su h further reasoning results in the kind of highly
pro edural steps posited by the DRT onstru tion algorithm.
In the following the notion of ba kground will ontinue to play an important role. This ba kground B should be thought of as onsisting of
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whatever is presupposed during the onversation in question. Obviously,
what is presupposed should be highly underspe i ed, as it is open for negotiation between dis ussion parti ipants. The ba kground will be onstrained
by presuppositions that arise in the dis ourse and there are also a few general onstraints. These are summed up in A15: First, we take it that the
ba kground is proper. Modulo the naming of dis ourse referents, it should
be possible for a ba kground to have arisen out of previous dis ourse (with
original ba kground [wr j ℄). Sin e dis ourse generates only proper DRSs,
ba kgrounds too should be proper. A se ond onstraint is that the universe
of the ba kground does not ontain registers that are values of u, as the
latter will be reserved for dis ourse referents that arise during onversation.
A last requirement on the ba kground is that its universe ontains wr as an
element.

A15

proper(B ) ^ :9k fst(B )(uk ) ^ fst(B )(wr )

Dis ourse referents that are present in the universe of the ba kground arguably should be interpreted referentially rather than existentially. The
referent wr , whi h stands for the world of evaluation, may serve as an illustration, for Pedro has a mule should not be interpreted as `there is some
world in whi h Pedro has a mule' but as `Pedro has a mule in this world.'
The dis ourse referent orresponding to Pedro should also be interpreted as
given and similarly should dei ti pronouns and perhaps even de nite des riptions whose referent is a ommodated. A notion of truth that treats
all ba kground referents referentially will result if the previous de nition of
truth is revised in the following way: K is said to be true in i with respe t to
ba kground B if true(hfst(K ) fst(B ); snd(K )i)(i) holds, i.e. referents present
in the ba kground's universe will not be interpreted existentially but will reeive their interpretation from the state i. It will be assumed that dis ourse
parti ipants interpret the dis ourse with respe t to some state i0 that they
take the dis ourse to be about14 and we will often be interested in the truth
of some DRS K in i0 with respe t to a given ba kground.
To illustrate this further, let us onsider the DRS K =
[wr o1 u3 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄

14 Austin (1961): \A statement is said to be true when the histori state of a airs
to whi h it is orrelated by the demonstrative onventions (the one to whi h it `refers')
is of a type with whi h the senten e used in making it is orrelated by the des riptive
onventions." In the present ontext, i0 (or its sequen e of values) an be ompared
to Austin's `histori state of a airs'. Presumably, our states are somewhat ri her than
Austin's states of a airs, for besides a possible world they ontain values for all kinds of
referents. On Austinian propositions, see also (Barwise and Perry, 1983).
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and assume that wr and o1 , but not u3 , are members of the universe of
ba kground B . If, in general, we agree, for readability, to write Æ0 for
V (Æ; i0 ), we an express the truth of K in i0 with respe t to B as

wp([u3 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄; >)i0 =
9x3 [Pedro (o01 ; wr0 ) ^ has (o01 ; x3 ; wr0 ) ^ mule (x3 ; wr0 )℄
Here the values of o01 and wr0 depend on the state i0 , whi h fun tions mu h as
an external an hor in the sense of (Kamp and Reyle, 1993, pp. 246{248).15
With the notion of ba kground now elu idated, let us see how reasoning
from input des riptions an result in a pro ess familiar from DRT: While
inde nites reate fresh referents, pronouns will pi k up old referents (or must
get a dei ti interpretation). The material onne ted with proper names is
relegated to the main Dis ourse Representation Stru ture. Relatedly, presuppositions may either get bound or must be a ommodated. At present,
we an only a ount for global a ommodation, but we onsider it possible
for a treatment su h as the present one to be extended to also over loal and intermediate a ommodation. We will dis uss these points in turn,
ending with a reminder that the theory gives a natural a ount of underspe i ation, so that we are in fa t working in an Underspe i ed Dis ourse
Representation Theory, su h as the one pioneered in (Reyle, 1993).
Proper names land up in the main DRS. The elementary tree des ription
for Pedro ontained the statement in (18a), requiring the semanti material
onne ted with the name to be in the ba kground.

(18) a. [o1 j wr : Pedro o1 ℄ v B
b. [wr o1 j wr : Pedro o1 ℄ v B
. r = [u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ; wr : 6 feeds 8 ℄
d. [wr o1 u3 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ; wr : 6 feeds 8 ℄
v B  r
In fa t, using A15, this an be strengthened slightly to (18b). Using (18 )
(whi h was found in (17)), the hearer an now derive (18d). The dis ourse
15 While (Kamp and Reyle, 1993) use an hors only for proper names, our use is wider
as we let i0 interpret all referents in the dis ourse's ba kground. There is some room for
ne-tuning here and it may also be held that some referents from the ba kground are
referential while others are interpreted existentially.
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meaning B  r must ontain (and therefore entail) a ertain DRS ontaining
the material onne ted with the name. It should be lear that this is in fa t
a form of global a ommodation.
Inde nites reate fresh referents, but pronouns pi k up old referents. That

inde nites reate fresh referents is a property they share with many other
expressions. Their reation is a by-produ t of the perpetual reation of
fresh node names. The referent u3 onne ted with the inde nite a in (17)
was reated in this way. The moment that it was established that there was
some node 3 arrying the lexeme a the referent u3 also sprung into existen e.
Note that, by the inje tivity of u, u3 annot orefer with a referent reated at
any other node.16 Sin e, by A15, u3 an not be an element of the universe of
B and sin e, by the same axiom, B is proper, there an also be no ondition
in B in whi h u3 o urs. The referent is therefore truly fresh to the dis ourse.
The pro ess whereby pronouns get bound by referents that already exist
takes a little more are to explain. In (19a) a onstraint is shown that
was olle ted in (17). It resulted from the requirement on pronouns that
[k j ℄ v k (with k the node arrying the pronoun). This was required of
the he and it nodes and in both ases the lo al ontext k ould be omputed
to be B  [u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄. Using (18b) and the idempoten y
of  it is seen that in fa t (19b) must hold.
(19) a. [6 8 j ℄ v B  [u3 j wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄
b. [6 8 j ℄ v B  [wr o1 u3 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄
This puts onstraints on what 6 and 8 are, but there are still many possibilities for these referents to resolve. In prin iple this is what we want, as
linguisti information typi ally underspe i es how pronouns should resolve.
However, the onstraints olle ted thus far leave open too many possibilities
and therefore more onstraints are needed.
In order to illustrate this, let us on entrate on 8 and see what values it
an take. One possibility is that the pronoun it has no linguisti ante edent
and that 8 is to be identi ed with some register that was in the universe
of the ba kground B but is not mentioned in the dis ourse. We think this
possibility is in fa t wel ome and orresponds to a reading of the text in
whi h it refers to an obje t that is somehow salient (for example, as a result
16 Of ourse the value of another referent may be identi al with the value V (u3 ; i) of
at any given state i. The di eren e between identity of referents and identity of their
values is ru ial to the present dis ussion.

u3
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of pointing) but that was not introdu ed by linguisti means. We identify
this with the dei ti use of the pronoun.
Te hni ally, there is also the possibility that 8 is in fa t equal to wr .
This possibility is an artefa t and a onsequen e of our hoi e to have one
type of register for worlds and individuals. We ex lude it by postulating
that no node an have wr as its semanti s.

A16 :9k k = wr
A fuller treatment should perhaps omprise a more general type or kind
distin tion of the registers involved, so that A16 would fall out as a onsequen e.
Of the remaining possibilities, the identi ation 8 = o1 should be exluded on linguisti ally more interesting grounds. Sin e Pedro, has mas uline gender, it annot ante ede it, whi h is neuter. Sin e this does not follow
from the theory we have set up thus far, and sin e it is of ourse just one
manifestation of a phenomenon that really pervades language, we must add
a general me hanism for feature onstraints. In fa t this is very easy and
(Muskens, 2001) shows how it an be done on the basis of the rst-order
feature theory of (Johnson, 1991). We refer to the dis ussion in (Muskens,
2001) for details. Using the notation of that paper, a general requirement
to the e e t that oreferring nodes should agree (on number and gender)
ould be formulated as follows.
(20) 8kk0 [k = k0 ! 8f [ar ( k ; agr; f ) ! ar ( k0 ; agr; f )℄℄
This ould be added as an axiom, together with the three axioms (axiom
s hemes) for features in (Muskens, 2001). Note the mixed semanti / synta ti hara ter of (20). This is a ase of genuine mutual onstraint between
syntax and semanti s.
With a me hanism for features su h as the one des ribed in pla e, there
are two possibilities left for the denotation of 8 : 8 = u3 or 8 2= fwr ; o1 ; u3 g.
Similarly the hearer an dedu e that either 6 = o1 or 6 2= fwr ; o1 ; u3 g. In
fa t the following four possibilities remain.
(21) a. [wr o1 u3 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ; wr : o1 feeds u3 ℄
v B  r
b. [wr o1 u3 8 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ; wr : o1 feeds 8 ℄
v B  r ^ [8 j ℄ 6v [wr o1 u3 j ℄
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. [wr o1 u3 6 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ; wr : 6 feeds u3 ℄
v B  r ^ [6 j ℄ 6v [wr o1 u3 j ℄
d. [wr o1 u3 6 8 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ; wr : 6 feeds 8 ℄
v B  r ^ [6 j ℄ 6v [wr o1 u3 j ℄ ^ [8 j ℄ 6v [wr o1 u3 j ℄
The rst possibility orresponds to the preferred reading, the se ond to the
ase where it was taken dei ti ally, the third to a dei ti reading of he, and
the fourth to the ase where both pronouns pi k up an extralinguisti referent. The hearer must now make a hoi e as to what was meant on the basis
of what she knows or may assume is in the ba kground, i.e. further narrowing down of the possibilities may be a result of pragmati reasoning. Note
that ea h four of the possibilities o ers suitable input for the translation that
was given in De nition 4 and that in ea h ase all relevant dis ourse markers
an be shown to be disequal (the pre ondition to Theorem 1). In ea h ase
ertain on lusions an be drawn from the assumption that B  r is true
in i0 with respe t to ba kground B . These on lusions are, respe tively
(22) a. 9x [Pedro (o01 ; wr0 ) ^ has (o01 ; x; wr0 ) ^ mule (x; wr0 ) ^ feeds (o01 ; x; wr0 )℄,

b. 9x [Pedro (o01 ; wr0 )^has (o01 ; x; wr0 )^mule (x; wr0 )^feeds (o01 ; 80 ; wr0 )℄,

. 9x [Pedro (o01 ; wr0 ) ^ has (o01 ; x; wr0 ) ^ mule (x; wr0 ) ^ feeds (60 ; x; wr0 )℄,

d. 9x [Pedro (o01 ; wr0 )^has (o01 ; x; wr0 )^mule (x; wr0 )^feeds (60 ; 80 ; wr0 )℄.
While in this example only linguisti ally a eptable pronoun resolutions were
left, other suitability onstraints are ne essary in other ases. One set of
onstraints that immediately springs to mind is that of the synta ti Binding
Theory (Chomsky, 1981). The Binding Theory is stated in terms of the
following tree geometri notions.
(23) a. Node k - ommands node k0 if every bran hing node dominating k
dominates k0 .
b. A node is bound if it is oindexed with a - ommanding node.
. A node is free if it is not bound.
It is lear that these notions an be made available in our logi if we read `k
and k0 are oindexed' as  (k) =  (k0 ). The Binding Theory itself onsists
of the following three prin iples.
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(A) An anaphor is bound in its governing ategory
(B) A pronominal is free in its governing ategory
(C) An R-expression is free
Here `anaphor' should be read as `re exive or re ipro al', while the ategory
of `pronominals' in ludes non-re exive pronouns and `R-expressions' are DPs
that are not pronouns. The synta ti literature ontains mu h dis ussion
about the orre t de nition of `governing ategory', but a rough approximation is that the governing ategory of a node k is the lowest k0 properly
dominating k that is labelled DP or S. Again it is obvious that prin iples
(A), (B), and (C) an be formalized as additional onstraints within the
present theory.
Note that the onstraints we have dis ussed are all stated in a single
des ribing logi , even though they ame from syntax and semanti s, two
separate levels of the grammar. In fa t, the resolution of pronouns obviously
is also onstrained by pragmati demands and these may be formalizable as
well. The des ription approa h allows us to integrate theories from various levels and a synta ti theory su h as the Binding Theory, if adopted,
has immediate relevan e for the onstru tion of Dis ourse Representation
Stru tures.
Presuppositions may get bound or be globally a ommodated. The approa h
to presuppositions that will follow is not in any sense new but is given to
show that some aspe ts of existing theories that seem ex lusively pro edural may nonetheless re eive a de larative treatment. We fo us on de nite
des riptions su h as the man or that book, but the treatment in prin iple applies equally to other presupposition triggers. We will follow (Heim, 1982)
in assuming that de nites generally must either pi k up a dis ourse referent
that is already present in their lo al ontext or must a ommodate su h a
dis ourse referent. De nite des riptions, in other words, are mu h like pronouns in this respe t. In (24a), where an elementary tree des ription for the
de nite the is given, this aspe t is aptured by the requirement [k j ℄ v k1 ,
whi h for es k to either unify with an existing dis ourse referent, or to be
in luded in the universe of the ba kground in a now familiar way. However,
de nite des riptions, unlike pronouns, also arry des riptive material that is
ontributed by their ommon nouns.17 This material, it is widely assumed,
17 Clearly, we do not wish to ex lude the possibility that pronouns also arry (semanti
gender) presuppositions.
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is of a presuppositional hara ter. We follow (Karttunen, 1974) in requiring that presuppositions must be entailed by the lo al ontext of the point
where they are triggered. In (24a) this is mirrored in the requirement that
k1 j k2 (k ).
DP+k1

(24) a.

k

[k j ℄ v

j k2 (k )

Dk

NPk2

the

b.

k1

k1

DP+7
6
[6 j ℄ v 7
7 j [ j wr : mule 6 ℄
D6

the

NP8

mule

In (24b) the result of ombining (24a) with a des ription of a ommon noun
is shown. Here the pro ess of taking arbitrary witnesses has resulted in
ertain instantiations for k, k1 and k2 .
With an elementary tree des ription for the as in (24a), a text su h as
the one in (25a) an be assumed to have been uttered in a ontext that does
not ontain any referen e to mules at all. The relevant lo al ontext for the
mule is given in (25b) and it is lear that, if 6 is identi ed with u3 , the
required entailment holds. This is a ase where a presupposition is ` aught'
or `bound' by previous linguisti material. A ase where presuppositional
material must be a ommodated is given in (25 ). Here the dis ourse referent, say 2 , must be assumed to be already present in the ba kground B
and, sin e [ j wr : sun 2 ℄ must be entailed by B , the latter must also ontain
suÆ ient material for this to be the ase. A simple way for B to satisfy this
requirement is if in fa t [ j wr : sun 2 ℄ v B .
(25) a. Pedro has a mule. The mule is happy.
b. B  [wr o1 u3 j wr : Pedro o1 ; wr : o1 has u3 ; wr : mule u3 ℄
. The sun is shining brightly
d. If the weather turns out to be good, the king will be overjoyed
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That the material that is in fa t a ommodated is not always the weakest
DRS su h that the entailment requirement is met with is shown in (25d).
Here it would be suÆ ient to assume that the ba kground ontains, say, 9 ,
plus a ondition that an be paraphrased as `if the weather turns out good
9 is king' (for lo al ontexts involved in a onditional, see the Appendix).
But learly this is not what is a ommodated in ordinary ontexts, where
plain `9 is king' is preferred. We agree with (Beaver, 2001) that a ommodation, while onstrained by requirements that derive from properties
of the linguisti system, is also a matter of ommon sense reasoning. The
linguisti requirement for a feli itous utteran e of (25d) is that B entails `if
the weather turns out good 9 is king', but there are many ways in whi h
this requirement an be met, in luding the possibility that B ontains `9 is
king'. The present theory underspe i es these possibilities. Common sense
reasoning is needed to pi k out the most likely of them. While we have
nothing to ontribute to the theory of ommon sense reasoning, we want to
point out that from the perspe tive of the present theory intera tion and
interdependen y between linguisti reasoning from input des riptions and
other forms of human reasoning is to be expe ted. The grammar is a reasoning me hanism and grammati al and other modes of reasoning an easily
intera t.
(26) a. If John marries a woman, the unlu ky female will be unhappy
b. B  [wr o1 u3 j wr : John o1 ; wr : o1 marries u3 ; wr : woman u3 ℄
. [ j wr : female u3 ; wr : unlu ky u3 ℄

d. [u9 j wr : woman u9 ℄ ) [ j wr : female u9 ℄

e. [u9 j wr : o1 marries u9 ℄ ) [ j wr : unlu ky u9 ℄

In (25) we en ountered some examples in whi h the material asso iated
with a de nite des ription ould either be uni ed ompletely with material
already in the linguisti ally generated part of the lo al ontext of that des ription or had to be a ommodated in its entirety. For good measure we
also give an example where some material (the dis ourse referent) is uni ed
with existing material, while other material must be presumed to be in the
ba kground. Consider (26a). The lo al ontext of the unlu ky female in
this senten e is given in (26b) and it is lear that its dis ourse referent an
be taken to be equal with u3 . If this identi ation is made, (26 ) must be
entailed by (26b) and the ommon sense reasoning omponent must abdu e
one or more plausible onditions su h that, if these onditions are assumed
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to be in B , the desired entailment holds. Clearly, one ondition that an
easily be assumed to be in B is (26d), `women are females', and a more
ontentful assumption is (26e), `whoever is married by John is unlu ky'. If
these assumptions are made, the required entailment holds.
Synta ti and semanti underspe i ation are inherent in the formalism. In

the previous se tions we have seen that the formalism presented in this
paper essentially underspe i es linguisti stru tures. The des ription that
is derived from a given input may be ompatible with the fa t that the
dis ourse referent asso iated with a pronoun is identi ed with one previously
mentioned referent or with another. It may also be ompatible with the
a ommodation of one plausible ondition that will ause entailment of a
given elementary presupposition by its lo al ontext or with another. This
underspe i ation is an essential feature of the formalism. Sin e des riptions
are the vehi le for linguisti representation and sin e des riptions may have
more than one model, more than one stru ture may orrespond to a given
input.
This underspe i ation is not restri ted to anaphora and presuppositions
but is a property that pervades the grammar. In (27b) a des ription is
shown that an be derived from an input des ription for (27a) (see also
(Muskens, 1995; Muskens, 2001)). The des ription underspe i es two s ope
possibilities, one in whi h 7 = 10 and the existential outs opes the universal,
and one in whi h 16 = 10 and the s oping is reversed. It may be worthwile
to note that the upper part of this des ription is losely analogous to the
relevant Underspe i ed DRS in the theory of (Reyle, 1993).
(27) a. Every man loves a woman
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b.

Tr
S16
S+6

S+15

S7

S16

[ j [u1 j wr : man u1 ℄ ) 7 ℄ [u4 j wr : woman u4 ℄  16

S+10
[ j wr : u1 loves u4 ℄
VP
DP

DP
T0
>

D

NP

V

D

NP

every

man

loves

a

woman

In other words, the perspe tive hosen here automati ally provides us with
the underspe i ation of stru tures that in standard DRT has to be added
as an extra. For examples of underspe i ation of synta ti stru ture, see
(Muskens, 2001).
6

Con lusion

The des riptions perspe tive on syntax and semanti s advo ated in this paper leads to a onsiderable hange in the overall logi al ar hite ture of linguisti theory. Nevertheless it remains ompatible with most existing ideas
in mainstream linguisti s and an even be argued to make for a smoother integration of those existing ideas. The overall logi al ar hite ture is hanged
be ause the theory fo uses on des riptions of linguisti obje ts (in luding
meanings and the form-meaning relation) rather than on those linguisti
obje ts themselves; it also des ribes the synta ti and semanti levels of the
grammar in parallel and does not follow the more ommon pipelined arhite ture in whi h synta ti forms must be produ ed before interpretation
an take pla e. Thus room is reated to a ount for an interdependen y of
syntax and semanti s. On the other hand, the view that language users represent language by means of des riptions rather than by means of stru tures
does not ne essarily lead to any drasti revision of our understanding of
what these stru tures are. In this paper ombinations of standard Dis ourse
Representation Stru tures and standard phrase stru ture trees were taken
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to be the obje ts of des ription. The theory obviously is also ompatible
with many other hoi es, but no radi al departure from ommon pra ti e is
needed or indeed desired in this respe t.
That the ar hite ture of the grammar may lead to a smooth integration
of existing theories may be illustrated using the example of the relation between ante edents and their dependents. Clearly, there are purely synta ti
onstraints on this relation, su h as those given by the Binding Theory or
the requirement that ante edents and dependents should on ur in ertain
agreement features. On the other hand, Dis ourse Representation Theory
holds that there are semanti , a essibility, onstraints on the relation as
well. Moreover, it is lear that the set of possible ante edent-dependent
resolutions is narrowed down further by pragmati s. How are these onstraints ommuni ated between the various levels of the grammar? On a
purely stru tural view one level of the grammar an only send stru tures
to any other level, whi h means that a onstraint or set of onstraints an
only be ommuni ated by sending exa tly those stru tures that satisfy the
set of onstraints. This leads to a ltering or generate-and-test pro edure:
The grammar rst gives indexes to all DPs in a random way. Then for all
resulting stru tures it is tested whether the Binding Theory and other synta ti onstraints are satis ed. Stru tures that pass the tests are sent to the
semanti omponent where further ltering is done, et .
While su h a generate-and-test perspe tive on grammati al pro essing
may be a eptable for ertain logi ally possible grammars, its wastefulness
makes it una eptable as a model of the real grammati al pro essing that
takes pla e in the mind. A theory of grammati al ompeten e that holds that
only linguisti stru tures are involved in linguisti representation essentially
predi ts that the grammar is unpro essable. This is be ause the number of
stru tures that need to be tested grows non-polynomi ally as a fun tion of
the length of the input. Under su h ir umstan es testing be omes undoable.
In ontrast, on the des riptions a ount onstraints are ommuni ated
dire tly between the various levels of the grammar. As an example of this
we have seen that adding axioms for the Binding Theory to our grammar
G , or adding the requirement in (20) (plus axioms for features) immediately
narrows down the range of stru tures that satisfy the theory and as a onsequen e may also dire tly narrow down the range of Dis ourse Representation
Stru tures that are asso iated with a given input. A highly desired form of
modularity results, for it is possible to study synta ti and semanti onstraints in their own right but it is also possible to ombine them and to
study their joint e e ts.
The view on linguisti pro essing advo ated in this paper has been the
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following. Language users are in possession of a grammar G embodying
their linguisti knowledge. This grammar essentially is a theory about whi h
linguisti stru tures are possible. Language users are also in possession of
general reasoning fa ulties that are not linguisti in nature. Some reasoning
is expli it and on ious, other reasoning may be impli it and sub on ious.
Upon being onfronted with a text T , the language user an form an input
des ription IT of that text and an start to reason about what was said
(and what was meant) on the basis of the onjun tion of this des ription
with G , perhaps in further onjun tion with extralinguisti knowledge. In
general, the synta ti and semanti onstraints in G need not narrow down
the range of stru tures satisfying IT to a single one, a onsiderable degree
of underspe i ation may remain and what was said may not be ompletely
determined.
Some of this underspe i ation may be of the `don't are' kind: the
language user may be able to draw all on lusions that he desires without further lling in the details. But in many ases further spe i ation
is ne essary and should ome from pragmati onsiderations, general onstraints on dis ourse, interpretational onstraints that are ontributed by
intonation, and so on. For an attempt to make some of these further onstraints expli it and an integrated treatment of the resolution of anaphora
and presupposition with the interpretation of fo us and feli ity onditions
on dis ourse ontributions, see (van Leusen, 2003).
A

A Fragment of English in a Des ription Grammar for Disourse

For further illustration we spe ify a tiny fragment of English in the format of the des ription grammar proposed in the paper. For the lexemes of
losed word lasses (senten e and dis ourse onne tives, determiners, and
pronouns) we present the elementary and lassifying des riptions in a single
pi ture; for the lexemes of open word lasses (names, nouns, and verbs) we
spe ify the elementary and lassifying des riptions separately, pi king one
or two prototypi al lexemes to instantiate the lassifying des riptions. The
fragment overs senten es and dis ourses su h as `Pedro has a mule. He
feeds it. He doesn't beat it.'; `If Pedro has a mule then he feeds it.'; `Pedro
has a mule. Every man feeds it.'; `Pedro beats the mule, or he feeds it'.
Elementary Des riptions for Some Closed Word Class Items Let us start with

giving elementary tree des riptions for the two dis ourse relations that were
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onsidered in this paper. The fS; T g notation in the des ription of the
sequen ing relation abbreviates the disjun tion `(k3 ) = s _ `(k3 ) = t. This
disjun tion allows for a more general way of grouping as was allowed in the
body of the paper.
(28)
Tr
r

=B

Tk+1
k 2

T+k1

k2

k2

Tk

S k2

=

Tk2
=

k1

k2

>

k1

  k3

Relk
seq

k3

fS,Tgk3
= k1   k2

A next series of des riptions are those for sentential onne tives in (29).
Note that the des ription for or updates the lo al ontexts of k2 and k3 in
an asymmetri way. This is one of the possibilities onsidered in (Karttunen,
1974). For the other possibility, set k2 = k1  [ j not k3 ℄.
S+k1
[ j k2 or

(29) a.
Sk2
k2 =

Conk

k1

k3 ℄

k3

or

S+k1

k 2

=

Sk3
k1  [ j not

k2

℄

Sk2
k2 =

k1

 k3

Conk
and

k3

=

Sk3

k1

 k2

S+k1

b.

[ j  k2

)  k3 ℄

Sk4
Sk

Sk2
k2 =

k3

=

Sk3

k1

  k2

VP+k1
v [ j not k2 (v ) ℄
Auxk

k1

VPk2

doesn't

if

The determiners a, no and every re eive des riptions in (30). Note that the
lo al ontext of k2 gets the same value in ea h ase: the lo al ontext of the
mother S plus the restri tor.
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(30)

S+k1
[uk j ℄  k4 (uk )  k2

k2

=

k1

Sk2

 [uk j ℄  k4 (uk )

S+k1

[ j not ([uk j ℄  k4 (uk )  k2 )℄
k2

=

S k2

 [uk j ℄  k4 (uk )

k1

=

k1

NPk4

NPk4

Dk
no

Sk2

 [uk j ℄  k4 (uk )
DP+k3

uk

uk

a

k2

DP+k3

DP+k3
Dk

S+k1
[ j ([uk j ℄  k4 (uk )) ) k2 ℄

uk

Dk
every

NPk4

The last two losed lass des riptions are those for the de nite determiner
the and the pronoun he. Other de nites and other pronouns get very similar
des riptions.
(31)
DP+k1
k

[k j ℄ v

k1

DP+k1
k

k1

j k2 (k )

[k j ℄ v

Dk

NPk2

Dk

the

k1

he

Lexi al Des riptions for Open Word Class Items The following des riptions
exemplify lassifying des riptions for proper names, ommon nouns, intransitive and transitive verbs.

(32) a. 8k [pedro(k) ! (pn(k) ^ k = v [ jwr : Pedro v℄)℄
b. 8k [mary(k) ! (pn(k) ^ k = v [ jwr : Mary v℄)℄
. 8k [man(k) ! ( n(k) ^ k = v [ jwr : man v℄)℄

d. 8k [mule(k) ! ( n(k) ^ k = v [ jwr : mule v℄)℄

e. 8k [sleeps(k) ! (iv(k) ^ k = v [ jwr : sleeps v℄)℄

f. 8k [dies(k) ! (iv(k) ^ k = v [ jwr : dies v℄)℄
g. 8k[has(k) ! (tv(k) ^ ( ) (k) = v0 v [ j wr : v has v0 ℄)℄
h. 8k[feeds(k) ! (tv(k) ^ ( ) (k) = v0 v [ j wr : v feeds v0 ℄)℄
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The treatment of proper names is slightly di erent from the one in (7d)
inthe main text. Most semanti information has been taken out of the
lassifying des ription and has been moved to the elementary tree des ription
in (33) below. That part of the information that is di erent for ea h name
is ommuni ated using a  predi ate term.
The last four elementary trees are for proper names, ommon nouns, and
verbs.
DP+k1

(33) pn:

n:

k

ok

[ok j ℄  k (ok ) v B

N3k

D3
k

(34) iv:

tv:

S+k1
k3 (k2 )
DPk2

NP+k1

VPk3

S+k1
k3 (k2 )
DPk2

VP+k4
k

V3k

VPk3
VP+k4
k (k5 )
V3k

DPk5
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